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ITER Scientist Fellows’ Network 

 

1. Introduction 

The study of burning plasma physics in ITER will undoubtedly open significant new areas of fusion 
research and can be expected to reveal new intellectual challenges to our understanding of magnetically 
confined plasmas in the thermonuclear regime, with the main goal to find the optimal conditions to 
provide safe and economically competitive power from fusion energy. Integration of the many aspects 
of operation of burning plasmas to achieve high fusion performance will make new demands on the 
experimental, theory and modelling expertise of the international fusion community. The exploitation 
of ITER’s potential and the optimization of its performance will rely on major contributions by the 
experts in the Members’ fusion communities to the development of a comprehensive programme of 
experiments, modelling and theory around the ITER facility. In preparation for the development of 
this programme it is proposed to establish a network of ITER Scientist Fellows in the research 
laboratories and academic institutions of the Members who will support the ongoing scientific analysis 
of burning plasmas in ITER and the preparations for the scientific exploitation phase of ITER. 

The ITER Scientist Fellows’ Network will provide an extended network of scientific expertise in which 
members work closely with each other, with the ITPA and with the ITER Organization to address key 
R&D issues for ITER, supporting, in particular, the preparations for ITER operation. The Network 
would also be responsible for promoting research activities across the scientific community in support 
of ITER’s research goals. The Network would provide an initial building block in the establishment of 
ITER as a centre of scientific excellence. 

2. Selection 

ITER Scientist Fellows will be drawn from the leading researchers in the Members’ fusion 
communities who have achieved international recognition for their contributions to fusion research. 
Fellows will be selected by the ITER Director-General on the basis of nominations1 made by Directors 
of research laboratories and Heads of university departments in the Members’ scientific communities 
following review by the Executive Project Board. Appointments will be made for a period of 3 years, 
which can be renewed on decision of the Director-General. Nominations will require the submission 
of a CV and a supporting letter by the Head of the nominee’s institution. 

To facilitate the development of the Fellows’ Network, the IO-CT will develop a series of ‘profiles’ in 
collaboration with the ITPA CC Chair, which will define the areas of expertise which Fellows’ would 
be required to contribute to. These profiles could develop and the range of expertise requested might 
vary over time, as the needs of the ITER project evolved. 

3. Scope of Research 

ITER Scientist Fellows will play a key role in the development of the ITER scientific programme via 
contributions to the resolution of outstanding research issues and to the development of the research 
programme for the ITER exploitation phase. They will interact closely with the IO-CT Science and 
Operations Department in the definition of their research programme and with other members of the 
ITER Scientist Fellows’ Network in its implementation. It is anticipated that the Fellows and IO-CT 
would agree on the definition of multi-annual research programmes, developed around goals derived 
from key ITER R&D needs, with targeted objectives on an annual basis. 

                                                           

1 It is expected that each candidate will be nominated by the Director/ Head of his/ her own institution. 
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The special status of the Fellows would be recognized within their home institutions, which would 
provide required support to the research activities agreed between the Fellows and the IO. In addition, 
the home institutions would facilitate the participation of Fellows at scientific workshops organized 
within the context of the Fellows’ Network. An annual meeting of the Fellows’ Network could be 
foreseen (perhaps divided into sub-groups related to various ‘branches’ of the Network) at which 
progress towards agreed objectives would be reviewed and objectives for the forthcoming year would 
be developed. 

It is key for the future development of ITER’s scientific R&D programme that the Fellows’ Network 
and the well-established ITPA should interact productively and should pursue complementary 
programmes. The strength of the ITPA is centred on the development of experimental activities 
making use of the Members’ fusion facilities to support ITER’s high priority physics R&D needs and 
on the integration of experimental results into a ‘physics design basis’ which informs the design of 
ITER systems and which supports the preparation for ITER operations. The ITPA physics databases 
are an important output of this integration activity which has proved invaluable in developing the 
ITER design. 

Although the ITPA Topical Groups have supported several code validation and benchmarking 
activities, the development of an improved simulation capability for burning plasmas, together with the 
associated code benchmarking and validation activities, is an aspect of the ITER scientific programme 
that needs to be significantly strengthened to support the preparation for ITER operation and the 
effective scientific exploitation of ITER. The Fellows’ Network would therefore provide an important 
contribution to the ITER scientific R&D programme by focusing on support for improvements to 
ITER’s capability for simulation of burning plasmas, coordinating its activities with those of the ITPA 
focussed more on experimental R&D and collaborating with the ITPA in the benchmarking and 
validation of plasma simulation codes. The provision of support to the development of ITER’s 
Integrated Modelling programme and promotion of its use in the fusion community would be a further 
important contribution of the Fellows’ Network to advancing ITER’s plasma simulation capability and 
to the preparations for the ITER exploitation phase. Although there might be some overlap of 
activities in some areas of fusion physics, such an alignment of the activities of the Fellows’ Network 
and those of the ITPA would ensure a much stronger support to both the experimental and modelling 
needs of the ITER scientific programme. Clearly this interaction of the ITPA and the Fellows’ 
Network would be enhanced by regular participation of ITER Scientist Fellows in meetings of the 
relevant ITPA Topical Groups. 

Fellows would also be expected to develop opportunities for Masters and PhD research projects 
addressing ITER’s key scientific questions. Facilities could be made available at the IO-CT so that 
students supervised by Fellows could spend time at the IO-CT as part of their research programme 
and within the context of the IO-CT’s Internship Programme. 

Fellows would be encouraged to publish their research at scientific conferences and in journals. In 
addition, when requested by the Head of Scientific and Operations Department, Fellows would be 
requested to provide reports on specific scientific topics to the IO, with, in particular, a summary 
report of their principal research activities and results prepared at the end of each 3-year appointment 
period. 

4. Relationship to ITER Organization 

As members of the ITER research programme appointed by the Director-General, Fellows’ special 
status would be formally recognized within the ITER project and they would be granted long-term 
access to the ITER HQ and to ITER scientific documentation following normal clearance procedures. 
Fellows would be encouraged to visit the IO-CT regularly to make presentations of their research 
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results, to maintain close collaborations with the staff of Science and Operations Department, to 
discuss the implications of their research for ITER and to develop priorities for future research. The 
IO-CT would take responsibility for providing suitable office accommodation for the Fellows and 
associated students during research visits to ITER HQ. 

5. Costs 

ITER Scientist Fellows will remain in the employ of their home institution under the home 
institution’s terms and conditions and will continue to report to the line management within that 
institution. 

For meetings organized at the ITER HQ within the framework of the ITER Scientist Fellows’ 
Network, travel and accommodation expenses could be paid by the ITER Organization via the 
‘Purchase Order Individual Letter’ procedure. Longer term visits to the ITER site in the framework of 
collaborative activities with ITER Organization staff could benefit from the provisions of the ITER 
Project Associate scheme2 on approval of the ITER Director-General. 

 

                                                           

2 To be eligible for the provisions of the ITER Project Associate scheme, visits would need to be of at least 6 months’ 

duration. 


